
 

 

Saksham Newsletter June 2018 

Dear friends,  

As most of you know , Saksham  was registered as a charitable Trust  in December,2003 and has 
since been running an informal school in Nithari Village , Noida, with the intention of providing a 
solid basic education to the underprivileged children living in that locality and also facilitating their 
further education in various ways. Our website will give you an overview of our organisation. 

. 

http://www.sakshamkids.org/ 

We are happy that many of the children who started out with learning to read and write in our 
school,  are now pursuing their graduation and professional courses as also working and earning. 

 

Two years ago, our newsletter had started by sharing the good tidings of one of our former 
students’, Sharad Kumar Singh’s, excellent academic  achievement in the Secondary level of the 
Uttar Pradesh State Board Exams.  

Well, he has done it again, this time securing 87.1 % in the Senior Secondary level exams. For us at 
Saksham , it is a validation of our belief that if we are able to ignite a spark,  the child’s own interest 
in learning and his determination will take him forward.  

 



 It is relevant here to mention that in the Government schools in which these children continue with 
their studies, each class has a strength of around 100-150 students. Obviously, therefore it is 
individual effort that makes all the difference in such cases.  

Sharad draws his strength from the support of his family, particularly his brother Sourabh, who is 
just a year or two older to him. Sourabh has been working all along, in odd jobs , while pursuing his 
studies and with the money he had saved, he had helped with the fees for the coaching classes 
Sharad had been attending while preparing for his Board exams. Sourabh himself, is pursuing 
graduation and will soon enter his  second year . 

 

Sharad was awarded a cash prize, a tablet, medal and certificate by the Chief Minister ,Uttar Pradesh 
at a function for felicitating the meritorious students. 

 

 



 

 Here he is, seen with his brother, Sourabh. 

 

 Sharad has appeared for the Engineering entrance exams . He is also considering taking a year off to 
try for the IIT entrance and may join one of the coaching institutions for this purpose.  The boy is 
quite focussed and is definitely going to put his 100% into whatever he chooses to do 

 We wish Sharad and Sourabh all the very best.  

Hindustan Computers Limited  has been associated with Saksham for a while now.  In the year gone 
by too, representatives and volunteers from HCL, have visited the school from time to time and 
interacted with the children and  donated stationery and other items. 

The really remarkable outcome of HCL’s association with Saksham, this year, has been that under 
the “One to One” programme of the HCL Foundation, three students of Saksham who are now 
pursuing further studies, were selected  for the grant of scholarships as follows: 

Sachin Sharma  (on the extreme right) who is now an Engineering student was given Rs.1.1 lakh  



Sharad Kumar Singh (on the extreme left), about whom we mentioned at the beginning of this letter 
was granted Rs.5000/ and 

Meenu Kumari  (in the centre) was granted Rs.9000/  

 

The amounts are approximate to  their annual fees in the institutions in which they are now pursuing 
their education. 

You can learn more about this scheme of HCL at the following link: 

http://www.hclfoundation.org/power-of-one 

The children of Saksham also participated in a  district level Sports event  organised by HCL, the 
finals of which was held in Bulandshahr. Our children secured the following positions: 

Adil Khan      -3rd place in badminton 

Atul               -Ist position in 1500 mts.race 

Kanika          -2nd position in 400 mts race 

Karan Singh   -Ist position in chess 

 

 



We are mighty happy too, about the interest and support  of M/s Concentrix Daksh Services India 
Pvt. Ltd, Noida, in the school since year 2016. They have held several activities involving the children 
at our school site , including an exhibition that was arranged in their premises  for the sale of the 
crafts items made by the children. More recently ,about 16 children and  3 teachers  took part in the 
Environmental day celebrations held by them including planting of trees. Last year our children had 
celeberated  Arbor day programme again at their facility. 

The most important part of their support is of course the very generous contribution of Rs2.5 lakhs 
which has come our way from this group 

The Midday-meals scheme which was introduced by the Sai Anna Laxmi Foundation (SALF) headed 
by Shri V.V.Ranganathan , in 2015 , is still continuing . This is a much appreciated involvement as it 
ensures that an important part of the  nutritional requirement of the children , is being taken care of 

 

Seen in this photo(in the white shirt  in the centre) is Shri V.V. Ranganathan, the sponsor of the mid-
day meal, along with his team  

Shri Vinod Poddar, Orient Exports, Noida,  has been similarly sponsoring the cost of bananas which 
are given to the children on a regular basis. He has been doing this for several years now. 

Milk is another nutritional supplement that is being provided to the children once a week and the 
cost of the same is now being borne by the Saksham Trust itself.  

 

Our solid supporters have continued to help us with their financial commitment to  our cause.  

EduCare  Foundation NJ, USA , with their mission of supporting education of children in India had  
donated an amount of USD 3700in 2016- 2017 and this year they have again granted USD 2500. 
EduCare has been supporting Saksham since year 2013. 

The Shamdasani Foundation of HongKong and India,  with a mission of serving the under-privileged 
section in India, had again given us Rs 150,000 in year 2017,  as done for last couple of years in 
support for our education efforts .  This year too they have donated  Rs. 1.5 lakh. We are very 
grateful for  their continued and  uninterrupted support since year 2011. 



Shri Krishnan Venugopal, Sr. Advocate,Supreme Court of India ,  had  contributed Rs. 50,000  In 
2017-18 and again Rs.50,000 this year. We are very thankful of his gesture towards supporting the 
education of  needy children .  

 

Ms.Monica Jain, daughter of one of our Trustees, Shri B.K.Jain , has also pitched in  towards the cost 
of books and other study material. Thank you Monika.  

 

We had of course  received help in kind  from many well-wishers. WW 

 

Shri Haridas donated notebooks as he has been doing for many years.  

 

Ms. Shruti Bhardwaj donated 250 caps for the children on the occasion of her son’s birthday. 

 

Akanksha Yadav, a long time well-wisher of Saksham who also teaches craftwork to the kids 
whenever she is able to take out time from her work schedule, also celebrated her birthday in the 

school .  

 

 

Dr. Suresh Singhvi also chose to celebrate the occasion of his daughter’s birthday in the school. He 
donated Rs. 18000/- part of which was spent on packets of milk, bananas and laddoos for the 
children on that day, as per his wish. He also contributed towards the cost of durries for the 
classrooms.  

Kartik Krishnan, Mumbai chose to pay respects to the memory of his mother , who passed away , by 
visiting Saksham in Nithari  and donating, stationery, durries and other items for use in the school. 
We pray that her rest in eternal peace. 

 

Our sincere thanks to all of you. 



 

 

 

 

 

The NGO  “Mamta” had several occasions of interactions with the children . Some of the girls were 
taken on study-visits to the Police headquarters and to the District Hospital. 

 

They also arranged for a visit to the Science Museum, New Delhi for some of the children  

 

 

 

 



Some of the children participated in the Annual Drawing Competition organised  by the Sethu 
Foundation. 

 

 

Another annual event is the Basant Panchami Festival organised by the Society for Sports and 
Cultural Advancement.  Our children were enthusiastic participants in this too, particularly in the 
dance programmes, thanks to Smt. Rajeshwary Thiagarajan , who is the Vice president of this 
organisation.  

 

 

A sponsored trip to the World of Wonder  in Noida, was arranged this year as well by Smt. 
Thiagarajan. 

Shri Shemeem , the CEO of WOW has been very kind in this regard on past occasions as well. 

For the second consecutive year, Saksham Kids  participated in the second edition of the much 
acclaimed Micro Drama Festival , “Thespis”, held on the 11th of February , 2018, at Kamani 
Auditorium. The event  was organised by  the theatre group, “Vriksh” w Thanks to Shri Ajith 
Maniyan , Secretary, Vriksh, for giving the children this opportunity. 

The children and the teachers painted the premises on their own and Anuj Kumar , one of our 
talented former students came by and brightened up the walls with his paintings. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
A sample of Anuj’s paintings may be viewed from his Facebook page .Here is the link: 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006583756636&sk=photos&collection_token=10000
6583756636%3A2305272732%3A69&set=a.2026398807589558.1073741832.100006583756636&ty
pe=3 

 

Independence Day, Republic Day, Holi and Diwali were celebrated with a lot of zeal as is the case 
every year. Snacks were distributed to the children on these occasions.  

 

 

 

A small bonus was also given to all the teachers on the occasion of Diwali as in the preceding years. 



 

 

 

 

 

We try to equip the children with a foundation in learning that goes beyond just reading and writing 
and which will stay with them even after they leave the school. Rote learning is discouraged and the 
interest of the children in what they are being taught is sustained with the help of educational 
videos. All possible extra-curricular activities are also encouraged. Sundays are kept aside for art and 
craft and the library books. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Tailoring classes are being continued. . We are very thankful to Shri Govind Sharma of Sector 26, 
Noida in providing us cloth material for use in tailoring class. 

 

 



 

 

The School strength has continued to be about 420 children( inclusive of morning and evening 
classes) and 14 teachers. The school , however, needs some roof works in preparation to the coming 
rainy season. The bathroom facility also needs upgrades. We also need for some assistance/ 
sponsors  in providing study materials including school bags, story books etc. 

 

Here are the class photographs taken at the end of the academic year.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

A big thank you to each one of you from all the Trustees and teachers of Saksham , for being a part 
of this family and extending your empathy and love towards these children. Many of our former 
students are already planting their feet in the world outside Nithari and this gives us immense hope 
and happiness. We are grateful to you all for making us feel that this is a community endeavour, 
motivated by a common urge to care, share and help broaden the capacities of these children for 
fulfilling their potential for growth and happiness. 

 

The detailed accounts and the audited report will be duly uploaded on our website  , as in the 
previous years. 



To conclude, here is the unedited feedback from Sharad , our celebrity of this newsletter in his own 
words. 

“Agar saksham ke bare mein poocha jaye toh,  its a great place for study our basics concepts because there are good 
teachers for that . Kabhi kabhi aisa bhi hota hai ki bachcho ka interest padhne mein kam hone lagta hai.   Iske liye 
saksham mein computer class bhi hain. Bachche computer ki bahut sari basics cheeze seekh pate hai aur video ke 
jAriye practically samajh pate hai. Iske alwa saksham mein bahar se bhi kai teachers aur volunteers  aate hai jo 
bachcho ko kafi nai cheeze seekhate hai aur batate hai ye bachcho ko aur bhi jyada interesting lagta jisse wo kafi kuch 
naya seekh pate hai weekend par bachcho se new activities karana bachcho ko bahar ghumana bade bade logo se 
milwana ye unko aur bhi interesting lagta hai bachche in sab cheezo se kafi inspire hote hai Sabse achchi baat ye hai 
ki humare saksham mein aise teachers hai aur seniors bhi jo bachcho ko ye bata sakte hai ki unhe kis cheez mein 
aage jana chahiye unhe kis degree ke liye apply karna chahiye Jo kisi bhi student ke liye kaafi helpful information hai 
Aur saksham ki classes ki baat kare to bachcho har ek basic aur extraaa concepts saksham mein padhaye jate jo 
bachche apne school mein kisi reason se nahi seekh pate hai Classes mein har ek bachche ko same treat kiya jata hai 
aur har ek student ko har ek cheez proper sikhyi jati hai Overall mein to yahi kahunga ki saksham is the best place to 
study . Saksham mein fee na lene se kafi bachche independently padhte hai bachchi ke parents ko bhi koi pressure 
nahi lena padta jo aaj ke time mein best cheez hai .” 

  

 


